Every one enjoys spending time outdoors in the snow, here is a chance to do so and perhaps trek a little farther using a high quality set of snow shoes provided by the park! Join environmental educator, Sarah Downey, as she shares her enthusiasm for spending time outdoors in winter, a few tips to stay upright on a pair of snow shoes, and how to see nature through all the snow! This program includes an introduction to Alberta Parks and Beauvais Lake Provincial Park. It comes complete with adjustable poles and snow shoes for a group up to 25 students (size 6 shoe and up; weight 75—225 pounds).
Reservation:
All programs must be booked ahead of time, please call (403) 627-1152 or email: swparks@gov.ab.ca

Introduction to snow shoeing at Beauvais Lake Provincial Park:
Available when there is snow! $125 dollars per group. Includes up to 25 snow shoes (size 6 and up; 75—225 pounds), adjustable poles.

Confirmation:
Each class booking time and date will be confirmed. A confirmation/invoice and an information package will be emailed or faxed once the fee is received.

Accessibility: Our programs are adaptable to suit the needs and ability levels of all participants, and our fees are intended to be affordable for schools and groups. By letting us know your needs when you book a program we can fine tune your presentation and make other arrangements.

“Great snowshoeing out there, and so close to Pincher Creek!”
A. Wagenaar